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Preface
The aim of this book is to establish a science of knowledge in the same
way that we have a science of physics or a science of materials. This
might appear as an overly ambitious, possibly arrogant, objective, but
I ask the reader to bear with me. On the day I am beginning to write
it–June 7th, 2020–, still under the strict Covid-19 lockdown in Madrid
that has lasted since mid-March and that has occasioned for me another
productive spurt in my work as a scientist, I think I am in possession
of a few things that will help me to achieve this objective. Again, bear
with me.
The abovementioned aim is well reflected in the title I chose (just
now) for this book: Knowledge & Logic: Towards a science of knowledge. Although I do not know if the ampersand will be replaced by
the more humble and and I regret that this title does not contain the
expression knowledge science, I already know a few aspects that will
mark this book. The most important one is that I shall take logic to
be to knowledge science as calculus is to physics or to materials science.
I like this latter analogy in particular, because of the interdisciplinary
character of materials science: Knowledge science, too, is essentially interdisciplinary. Note that I am not making analogies like “as statistics is
to sociology or psychology,” which should suggest that I do not envisage
here yet another “human science;” or “as statistics is to data science,”
though data science and knowledge science are often conflated (confused,
in my view).
Importantly, I do not intend to reclaim knowledge from the bosom
of philosophy, in which, known as epistemology–or gnoséologie, just to
annoy the analytics–its erudite discussion has hardly progressed since
Plato first defined it as true belief with logos. As someone with an academic background also in philosophy, I do not see this lack of progress
as a negative feature; maybe it is just the way philosophy is supposed to
be but, be it as it may, the Platonic definition of knowledge, with only a
few adjustments, will actually provide me with the right, science-bound
start. More recently, knowledge has been reclaimed by the field of business administration, in particular by the subfield known as knowledge
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management, a reclaim that has opened the box of Pandora: Among
the evils, and perhaps at the head of the list, is an overly lay, essentially naive, notion of knowledge. But the very idea that one can have
something like “knowledge (management) software” puts us on the right
track.
Last but not least, I do not intend to reinvent the wheel, though I
have a couple of tricks up my sleeve. Indeed, my strategy will be to
some extent the bringing together of theoretical aspects and practices
that are already (well) documented in published works, if I plan to see
them from the eye of the knowledge scientist proper.
Madrid, June 7th, 2020
Luis M. S. Augusto
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The idea is to post in this draft some contents contributing to the completion of this book. In particular, I plan to post, besides the original
Preface (which will obviously be further elaborated), the evolving structure of the book and the bibliography cited/used so far. With respect
to the structure, two main parts will in principle suffice: Truth (Part 1)
and Epistemic justification (Part 2).
But no book without an introduction. In the case of this book, it is
important to settle the following aspects in the Introduction:
• A long way since Plato’s Theaetetus: Some historical remarks on
(the study of) knowledge, with an emphasis on some essential authors such as Aristotle, Kant, and Nietzsche (Augusto, 2005)
• Definition and relevance of a knowledge science
• Knowledge and knowledge science: From propositions to facts
• Epistemology vs. (?) formal epistemology (e.g., Pettigrew & Weisberg, 2019); more specifically, mainstream epistemology vs. formal
epistemology (e.g., Hendricks, 2006)
– Logical epistemology
– Computational epistemology
– Bayesian epistemology
– ...?
• The role of mathematics in the scientific status of disciplines,
namely of knowledge science
– (Meta-)logic and (meta-)mathematics:
∗ Theoretical foundations: Order relations, the well-ordering
principle, the axiom of choice
∗ Logic and algebra: Algebraic logic
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∗ Common structures and systems (e.g., lattices, closure
systems, Galois connections, ...), namely as seen from the
viewpoint of logical consequence (Augusto, 2020; Humberstone, 2011)
– Computer science I: From mathematical structures and systems to computing structures and systems
∗ Knowledge representation and reasoning
∗ Knowledge software in
· Knowledge engineering
· Knowledge management
· ...
– Computer science II: Logic in computing
∗ Epistemic logic(s)
∗ Complexity and computability issues

Comments welcome: luis.ml.augusto at gmail.com
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